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Shape and surface chemistry control in copper nanoparticle synthesis is an important research area due
to a wide range of developing applications of this material in catalysis, energy conversion, sensing and
many others. In addition to being an inexpensive and abundant metal, copper is an attractive photocatalyst due to its optical properties in the visible range. Here, we report a facile, tunable and sustainable
methodology for synthesizing Pd-seeded Cu nanoparticles with various shapes, including cubes, spheres,
raspberry-like particles and cages stabilized with a bilayer of a cationic surfactant in aqueous media. The
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experimental and theoretical examination of the optical response in the series of synthesized nanoparticles revealed that the low-energy extinction peak is associated with electronic interband transitions
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in the metal, in contrast to a widely spread attribution of this peak to a plasmonic response in Cu
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nanoparticles.

Introduction
Control over metal nanoparticle (NP) geometry, size, and
surface morphology remains one of the most extensively
studied topics in nanoscience. This interest is fuelled by a
strong dependence of physicochemical properties of NPs on
their surface structure and overall geometry.1 Specifically, in
the field of photocatalysis and plasmonics systematic studies
of shape-defined NPs enable the elucidation of structure–property relationships, which often lead to discoveries of superior
materials.2–7 To date, general synthetic approaches have been
established for many specific architectures, including platonic
shapes synthesized by ligand-guided growth,8–10 NPs with
extrusions formed with the aid of sacrificial metals,11,12 and
hollow structures obtained by galvanic replacement,13–15 selective etching16–18 or Kirkendall eﬀect.15,19 Notwithstanding
the abundance of methodologies and general mechanistic
insights, each specific material still requires establishing a
unique combination of reaction conditions to obtain a desirable NP structure.
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Despite tremendous advancements in the synthesis of
coinage metal NPs, shape-controlled Cu NPs synthetic procedures remain less developed compared to Au and Ag.20–22
The main obstacles lie in the lack of the mechanistic understanding of the reaction pathways and Cu species dynamically
involved during the particle formation.20,23–25 Considering the
abundance of Cu and the importance of Cu NPs due to their
optical, electrical and catalytic properties,26,27 it is important
to gain a better control over their shape-specific synthesis for
establishing non-ambiguous structure–property relationships
using well-defined NP geometries.
Generally, shape-controlled Cu NP synthesis relies on polydentate polymers27 or non-polar ligands28,29 which are diﬃcult
to remove post synthesis.30 This inevitable surface contamination is detrimental for catalytic applications, which require
the catalyst surface structure to be fully accessible and compositionally well-defined.30,31 In contrast, NP synthesis using
cationic surfactants in aqueous media, which relies on the
colloidal stabilization of the NPs by the surfactant micelles,
enables a facile removal of this surface functionality by a wash
with alcohols that destroy the micelles.32 This convenient
surface purification strategy makes metal NPs synthesized
using aqueous cationic surfactants an attractive material for
catalysis, however, only a limited number of Cu shapes has
been reported using this general approach (Table S1†).
Here we report a tunable aqueous synthesis of Cu NPs with
various shapes using cetylthrimethylammonium chloride
(CTAC) as a cationic surfactant. Specifically, Cu cubes (NC),
spheres (NS), raspberry-like structures (RL), and cages (CG)
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can be selectively obtained using this methodology. A unique
diversity of shapes is achieved by tuning the temperature
regime and the surfactant concentration. Based on a systematic study of the reaction parameters, we propose the reaction
mechanisms for shape selectivity under diﬀerent conditions.
In addition, we performed a detailed theoretical and numerical studies of the optical properties of the synthesized series of
NPs using the quasistatic approximation and finite-diﬀerence
time-domain (FDTD) simulations, which enabled to clearly
attribute the experimentally observed extinction peaks to the
plasmonic response and the interband transitions in the
metal. The presented discussion of the optical properties in
these structures is aimed to clarify some misconceptions
prevalent in the literature.

Experimental
Nanoparticle synthesis
Materials. Cetyltrimetylammonium bromide (CTAB, ≥99.0%,
BioUltra, for molecular biology), cetylpyridinium chloride
(CPC, USP grade), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%, ACS reagent),
palladium(II) chloride (PdCl2, 99.9%), L-ascorbic acid (AA,
≥99%, anhydrous, ACS grade), sodium L-ascorbate (SLA,
≥98%), Cu(OAc)2·H2O (≥98%, ACS reagent), Cu(NO3)2·3H2O
(99–104% (RT)), CuCl2 (99.999%) were purchased from SigmaAldrich; cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC, >95%) was
purchased from TCI; Ar (99.998%) was purchased from
Praxair. All chemicals were used as received without further
purification. All solutions were freshly prepared before use.
Ultrapure water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩ cm) was used for all NP
synthesis experiments.
Synthesis of Pd cubic seeds (Fig. S1†). The synthesis of Pd
cubic seeds was previously reported elsewhere.10 Briefly,
45.6 mg of CTAB were dissolved in 10 ml of Milli-Q water in a
20 ml vial that then was placed in an oil bath at 95 °C and
stirred for 10 minutes. Then 250 µl of 20 mM H2PdCl4 solution
was added, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 5 minutes,
followed by the addition of 200 µl of 0.1 M AA solution. After
10 minutes of stirring at 800 rpm the solution was transferred
into a 30 °C bath without stirring for 1 hour to age. The resulting solution was distributed in 10 centrifuge tubes, 1 ml in
each, washed using 2 centrifugation cycles, at 14 000g for
14 min and at 11 000g for 11 min, and each tube was topped
up with 1 mL of 15 mM CTAC solution to make the final stock
solution.
Synthesis of RL Pd-seeded Cu NPs. 86.4 mg of CTAC was dissolved in 18.5 ml of Milli-Q water in a 20 ml vial, then 170 µl
of 0.1 M Cu(OAc)2 solution was added in one shot. After that,
300 µl of 0.5 M SLA solution was added in one shot followed
by the light shaking of the vial. Finally, 1 ml of Pd seeds solution was added, and the resulting light-brown mixture was
placed in a 110 °C oil bath for 25 minutes. Colour changed to
red within 5 minutes. The reaction was quenched in an ice
bath, concentrated, and washed with 2 centrifugation cycles at
5000g for 5 minutes. The reaction can also be performed with
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doubled concentrations of all reagents without any noticeable
change in the final NP size and shape.
Synthesis of NC Pd-seeded Cu NPs. Cubic Cu NPs were synthesized following the procedure described for raspberry-like
Cu NPs, except the temperature of the oil bath was set to 90 °C
and the reaction was left to proceed for 50 minutes.
Synthesis of CG Pd-seeded Cu NPs. 57.6 mg of CTAC was dissolved in 12.35 ml of Milli-Q water in the 20 ml vial, then
113 µl of 0.1 M Cu(OAc)2 solution was added in one shot, followed by the addition of 200 µl of 0.5 M SLA solution. Lastly,
1 ml of Pd seeds solution was added, and the reaction mixture
was mixed well by swirling the vial, which was then placed in a
110 °C oil bath for 25 minutes so that only a half of the vial
was immersed in the oil bath (see Fig. S2†). The reaction was
quenched in an ice bath, concentrated and washed using 2
centrifugation cycles at 5000g for 5 minutes.
Nanoparticle characterization
Samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were prepared by placing the drops of
the purified colloidal solution of NPs onto a stainless-steel
plate, Cu grid, and Ni grid, respectively. SEM and TEM were
performed using Hitachi S5200 microscope operating at 30 kV.
EDX was performed using Hitachi HF3300. UV-visible spectra
were acquired using Ocean Optics DH-2000-BAL lamp and
Ocean Optics Flame-S-XR1-ES detector in a 1 cm quartz
cuvette. XRD was performed using Bruker D8Advance powder
X-ray diﬀractometer.
FDTD simulations
The optical response of the nanostructures was numerically
investigated using FDTD method from Lumerical Inc. The
dielectric constants of Cu and Pd were modelled using the
reported experimental data.33 A perfectly matched layer was
used to terminate the simulation domain to minimize reflections. The various cross-sections were calculated using the
formalism of total field scattered field (TFSF) in the FDTD
method. We used two-dimensional power monitors, one inside
the TF region for absorption cross-section (σabs) calculation
and the other in the SF region for scattering cross-section
(σscat) calculation. The extinction (σext) spectra were determined
by the summation of scattering (σscat) and adsorption (σabs)
spectra. To acquire accurate results, the region of nanoparticles was meshed with densest meshes, where the element
size was 0.2 nm.

Results and discussion
Nanoparticle synthesis
Reported aqueous synthesis methods for producing Cu NPs
with surface stabilized by a double layer of cationic surfactants
can be characterized by poor size and shape distribution
(Table S1†). For instance, the synthesis of cubic NPs34 lacks
control over the balance between nucleation and growth,
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which leads to a poor shape selectivity and the formation of
Cu nanowires as a side-product in large quantities (Fig. S3†).
One way to overcome this challenge is by using a seedmediated approach, as has been demonstrated to be successful
for obtaining cubic Cu NP with surface stabilization by
hexadecylamine.29,35 In this work, we explored the synthetic
possibilities of this approach and extended the range of attainable shapes beyond simple cubic Cu NPs. For seed-mediated
Cu NP growth, Pd nanocubes are excellent seeds, as they can
be easily obtained with cationic surfactant stabilization, their
synthesis is simple, scalable and highly reproducible,10 and
Cu can be epitaxially grown on Pd due to having the same
face-centred cubic lattice structure.29 In addition, Pd and Cu
have a suﬃcient contrast in TEM that is convenient for locating the seed and examining Cu growth process. We found that
the temperature regime in the seed-mediated synthesis of Cu
NPs dramatically aﬀected the growth mechanism, enabling
high tunability of shape by adjusting the reaction temperature.
In addition, we found that the presence of oxygen in the reaction headspace also altered the reaction course and had a
drastic eﬀect on the final NP geometry. With this method,
unique RL nanostructures and CGs (Fig. 1), as well as NS, NC,
and structures with dense Cu core and raspberry-like outer
layer can be obtained with concentrations up to 0.1 mg mL−1.
To evaluate the eﬀect of the reaction temperature on the
Cu growth mechanism, we performed the synthesis using
diﬀerent temperature regimes (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4†). First, we
studied the particle formation at 90 °C: in the seedless
approach, the reaction was proceeding for 1.5 h indicating that
Cu self-nucleation is relatively slow, and growth is favoured at
this temperature (Fig. S3†). In the seed-mediated approach,
heteroepitaxial Cu growth on Pd seeds occurred without Cu
self-nucleation, resulting in NC Cu NPs with a Pd core inside
each particle easily seen in TEM images due to diﬀerence in
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electron density in the two metals (Fig. 2b). In the synthesis at
100 °C, the cubic definition of the formed NPs significantly
reduced and NS Pd-seeded Cu NPs were observed instead
(Fig. S4d–f†), suggesting a shift from kinetically-controlled
facet stabilization to thermodynamically controlled uniform
growth.36 When the temperature of the oil bath was increased
to 110 °C, we obtained RL Cu NPs comprised of small spherelike Cu NPs (14 ± 3 nm, Fig. 1d) around a cubic Pd core
(Fig. 1a–d and 2c, d). The XRD analysis of both NC and RL Cu
NPs depicted in Fig. 2 revealed that they were comprised of
crystalline metallic Cu and a trace of crystalline Pd due to the
presence of Pd core (Fig. 3). We hypothesized that this NP
shape was formed due to self-nucleation of Cu enabled at this
elevated temperature, followed by assembly of self-nucleated
Cu particles around Pd seeds present in the solution. Indeed,
small self-nucleated Cu NPs were observed in the reaction
medium upon further investigation of the SEM images
(Fig. S5†). The assembly of these small self-nucleated Cu NPs
into larger clusters around Pd seeds could be associated with a
high total surface area of the formed NPs and a low surfactant
concentration in the reaction medium (Fig. 2e).37–39 To further
validate that this change in the growth mechanism is temperature-guided, we performed the synthesis for 10 minutes at
100 °C followed by 20 minutes at 110 °C (Fig. S4g–i†). In these
experiments, a formation of a dense Cu shell around Pd seeds
with a raspberry-like outer layer was observed, demonstrating
that mixed morphologies between the NC and NS Cu NPs and
the RL structures can be readily obtained using this synthetic
methodology. As we hypothesized that the formation of RL
NPs is associated with the lack of colloidal stabilization, we
investigated the eﬀect of the surfactant concentration and
nature on the produced NPs keeping other reaction conditions
the same. We found that already with a slight increase in the
[CTAC] : [Cu] ratio only NS NPs were formed (Fig. S6b†).

Fig. 1 The examples of structures obtained in this work. RL Pd@Cu NPs: SEM (a) and TEM (b) images, particle size distribution (c), and bump size
distribution (d). Pd@Cu CG: SEM (e) and TEM (f ) images, particle size distribution (g), and wall thickness distribution (h).
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Fig. 3 XRD spectra of cubic Pd seeds (black trace) and as-synthesized
and dried under argon atmosphere Pd@Cu NPs with diﬀerent shapes.

Fig. 2 Eﬀect of the temperature on the Cu NP growth mechanism. SEM
and TEM images of Pd@Cu NPs synthesized at 90 °C (a, b) and at 110 °C
(c, d) oil bath temperatures. (e) Schematic of the proposed growth
mechanism at diﬀerent temperatures with indication of the reaction
mixture temperature.

Changing the surfactant from CTAC to CPC also led to the formation of NS Cu NPs (Fig. S6c and d†). Additionally, we
altered the Cu precursor to evaluate the eﬀect of the counterion in the standard procedure for raspberry-like NPs. The replacement of Cu(OAc)2 with Cu(NO3)2 showed no eﬀect on the
reaction outcome (Fig. S7†). When CuCl2 was used, the synthesis yielded NS NPs (Fig. S7c†) rather than RL NPs. This
structural change can be associated with the increased concentration of Cl− ions compared to the standard procedure with
Cu(OAc)2 where Cl− originated only from CTAC (Δ ∼ 10%).
Shape sensitivity on the concentration of Cl− ions in Cu NPs
synthesis has been previously observed and attributed to
specific adsorption of Cl− to diﬀerent crystallographic facets of
Cu.40,41
Next, we examined how the stirring of the reaction mixture
aﬀected the NP formation using the standard 110 °C procedure for RL NPs. The reaction mixture turned from lightbrown to yellow during the first 30 minutes of vigorous stirring
due to the formation of Cu1+; when the stirring was turned oﬀ,
the colour rapidly changed to dark red indicating the for-
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mation of metallic Cu NPs that had the RL architecture
(Fig. S8†).
This diﬀerence in the reaction behaviour can be attributed
to the remaining oxygen in the headspace of the reaction
vessel that was continuously enriching the reaction mixture
under stirring and oxidizing Cu0, thereby preventing the formation of the target NPs.42 Importantly, NP etching occurred
to some degree in all reactions with air in the headspace, with
<5% of hollow NPs observed during TEM analysis of the
samples (Fig. S9†). In contrast, no etching of NPs was observed
in control experiments under Ar atmosphere, while under O2
atmosphere NP growth was suppressed (Fig. S10-photos†).
These observations suggested that the presence of small quantities of oxygen in the solution resulted in the formation of a
hollow interior rather than in the complete dissolution of the
Cu NPs ( previously reported porous and hollow Cu NPs are
summarized in Table S2†). To induce a more pronounced
interior etching of NPs during the reaction while keeping the
reduction rate high, we increased the headspace from 1 cm3 to
7.5 cm3 while immersing only a half of the reaction vessel into
the oil bath (Fig. S2a†). Under these conditions, Cu CGs with
continuous exterior walls and remnant internal Cu network
(Fig. 1e, f, and 4) as well as partially etched particles (Fig. 4a–c)
were obtained. These Cu CGs (Fig. 1e and f ) had a rough
surface, centred Pd core and wall thickness of 3.8 ± 0.8 nm.
Notably, these NPs were comprised of metallic Cu with no
traces of copper oxides when freshly prepared NPs were collected by centrifugation and dried under Ar atmosphere, even
though the dried samples were then briefly exposed to air
prior to the analysis (Fig. 3). The EDX mapping revealed the
presence of oxygen traces (Fig. 4j), which can be attributed to
the surface oxides. We evaluated the shape purity of this synthesis by visual TEM image analysis, which revealed that significantly etched cages and partially etched NPs accounted for
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Fig. 4 In situ etching of Pd seeded Cu NPs. SEM (a), TEM (b), dark ﬁeld TEM (c), and EDX line scan (d) images of partially etched Cu NP. (e)
Schematic of etching mechanism. Elemental composition of Pd@Cu CG using EDX mapping: (f ) dark-ﬁeld SEM image of the examined area, (g)
overlay of Pd (red) and Cu ( purple) traces, (h) Cu, (i) Pd, ( j) O traces.

∼33% and ∼26% respectively, while the remainder of the NPs
remained unetched based on the even density observed in the
TEM images. Attempts to increase the shape purity by extending the reaction duration led to the collapse of the hollow particle likely due to a facilitated diﬀusion of Cu atoms
(Fig. S11†). While Cu CGs were not stable in solution for an
extended period time, in a dry state when deposited on a substrate they remained structurally intact for at least a year
(Fig. S11a and c†). Based on the detailed TEM image analysis
of the synthesized Cu CGs and previously reported data on
using O2 as an etchant for various metal NPs,16,43,44 we
propose that oxygen dissolves the inner part of the particle
while keeping the walls intact due to the presence of the reducing agent (SLA) near the outer surface of the particle (Fig. 4e).
The analysis of the chemical composition of the hollow Cu
NPs by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) revealed
that the NP consisted of Pd core, Cu-deficient inner area and a
dense Cu shell (Fig. 4g–i). A single-particle EDX line scan
revealed a significant decrease in the Cu count in the inner
area between the Pd core and the Cu shell (Fig. 4d).
Optical properties: plasmonic and non-plasmonic response
For all the examined NP shapes, the UV-visible spectra showed
a narrow peak at 580 nm and a broad peak in the 350–450 nm
range (Fig. 5a). Comparing diﬀerent shapes of the examined
NPs, the low-energy peak showed intensity variations, while its
wavelength appeared to be unaﬀected by the NP shape. In contrast, the spectral position of the high-energy peak was dependent on the NP geometry. To understand the physical nature
of the observed optical responses, we performed a series of
analytical and numerical (FDTD) studies.
Firstly, it is important to consider that, in addition to NP
geometry, metal NP optical properties can also be strongly
influenced by the electronic structure of the constituent metal,
which determines its dielectric function.45,46 Thus, to fully
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describe the observed optical properties, both free-electron
and electronic interband transition contributions to their
dielectric response have to be considered.47 In contrast to Ag
and Au, the edge of the interband transitions region of Cu is
positioned right in the middle of visible spectral range, at
590 nm, or 2.1 eV (compared to 2.5 eV for Au and 3.8 eV for
Ag)48,49 and therefore these d-band transitions can dampen
the plasmonic response of copper below this wavelength.50 As
shown in Fig. S12,† the onset of electronic interband transitions from the valence band to the Fermi level causes a
sharp increase in the imaginary part and a noticeable change
in the slope of the real part of the dielectric function around
this wavelength.
Importantly, an interband transition does not represent the
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of a metal, and
the energy of this transition remains constant regardless of the
NP size and shape as it corresponds to the intrinsic transition
energy between the bands in the metal. With that in mind, in
order to probe whether the experimentally observed peak
around 580 nm corresponds to the interband transitions, we
analytically studied the absorption cross-section of a NS Cu NP
for varying surrounding medium permittivities using the quasistatic approximation. This approximation is only applicable
to NPs of sizes significantly smaller than the wavelength of
light, as the retardation eﬀect is ignored. It is well-known that
the LSPR is highly sensitive to the surrounding medium,
whereas the interband transitions are not. Our theoretical
results showed a red-shift of the high-energy mode while the
low-energy mode remained stationary (Fig. S13†), which provided a clear indication that the high-energy mode corresponds to LSPR. In addition, we also investigated the dependence of these absorption peaks on the NP size. The quasistatic approximation cannot be used in this case as it does not
take into account the size of a NP. Numerical simulations were
carried out instead using FDTD method to study the NP size
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properties of Cu NPs.26,27,52–54 Instead, in the mechanistic analysis of photocatalytic performance, it should be considered
that the dominant portion of hot carriers at this wavelength
are hot holes formed at the upper edge of the metal d-band
with the electrons located just above the Fermi level (a schematic showing the distinction between the interband transitions and the LSPR response is shown in Fig. 5c).55 This
work demonstrated that non-elongated Cu NPs with more
complex geometries than a simple sphere possess a stronger
optical response at the d-band transition peak, which can be
beneficial for applications requiring hot electrons. When
exploring applications of a purely plasmonic response of Cu,
anisotropic NPs with strong LSPR with energy below the edge
of the interband transitions of Cu are better suited.22

Fig. 5 Optical properties of Pd@Cu NPs with diﬀerent shapes. (a)
Experimentally measured extinction spectra. The dotted trace corresponds to the organic species in the reaction mixture prior to the
addition of the Cu precursor and Pd seeds. (b) Theoretical extinction
spectra obtained using FDTD simulations. (c) A general schematic of the
light response in metal nanoparticles showing the distinction of LSPR
excitation and interband transitions observed in (a) and (b).

eﬀect. Again, the LSPR is expected to slightly red-shift as the
size increases. The simulations results (Fig. S14†) confirmed
the red-shift of the high-energy peak, whereas the low-energy
peak remained unaﬀected. These tests revealed that the lowenergy sharp peak indeed remained almost stationary for all
these scenarios confirming that it indeed corresponded to the
interband transitions and not the LSPR. At the same time, the
high-energy broad peak red-shifted with increasing the
medium permittivity (Fig. S13†) or increasing NP size
(Fig. S14†), as expected of a plasmonic response.6
Next, we performed FDTD simulations of extinction crosssections for the specific Pd@Cu geometries studied in this
work (Fig. 5b). We observed that the high-energy plasmonic
peak red-shifted with increasing structural complexity: from
350 nm (NS) to 370 nm (NC) and 410 nm (RL and CG). The
low-energy peak remained stationary, but increased in intensity in the same sequence of NP shapes. Note that the
inclusion of a small Pd core inside Cu nanostructures had a
negligible eﬀect on the optical response (Fig. S15†), due to the
fact that Pd is practically shielded from the incident radiation
by the Cu shell, as the field penetration in a good conductor is
negligibly small.51 This intensity change in the interband transition peak is more significant than that for the plasmonic
peak and can be associated with the increase of the metal–
dielectric interface area in this sequence NP shapes. The
experimentally obtained spectra were in agreement with the
simulations, although the experimental intensity of the CGs
was lower, likely due to the structural inhomogeneity of the
CGs samples.
A wide-spread attribution of the 580 nm peak in the extinction spectrum of Cu NPs to the LSPR response results in misleading mechanistic explanations of optical and photocatalytic
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Conclusions
We developed a tuneable seed-mediated synthesis of Cu NPs
with various shapes stabilized by a bilayer of a cationic surfactant CTAC. This versatile and fast method enables synthesizing
particles with cubic, spherical, raspberry-like and cage nanostructures by tuning the temperature regime, surfactant concentration and oxygen presence in the reaction medium. In
contrast to the synthesis methods that rely on polymer or nonpolar ligand stabilization, NPs obtained in this method can be
conveniently stripped of stabilizing ligands by a simple alcohol
wash that leads to the destruction of the micellar double layer.
We anticipate that this facile synthetic methodology and the
physical insights reported in this study will benefit photocatalytic processes as well as sensing and other applications of
Cu nanomaterials. We also believe that the disambiguation of
the plasmonic and the interband transition responses presented here will assist the research community in the elucidation of the actual phenomena responsible for notable performance of non-elongated Cu nanoparticles in various applications under visible light illumination.
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